Edinburgh transport projects review – podcast transcript


Simon: Hi we’re here today talking to Graeme Greenhill, Portfolio Manager at Audit Scotland about Audit Scotland’s latest report the review of the Edinburgh transport projects.  Graeme, you’ve look into both projects, what have you found?

Graeme:  The objectives of this review were to assess whether the projects are progressing in accordance with time and cost targets and whether appropriate management systems are in place to promote their successful completion. Our report provides a snapshot of where the two projects are at present but it does not provide assurance that either project will be delivered to cost or on time.  

In respect of the Edinburgh trams project our key findings are that the current anticipated final cost of phase one of the project is just under £594 million.  These project estimates have been subjected to robust testing. For example, 79 per cent of the estimate is now based on rates and prices from firm bids received or on known rates applied to estimated quantities and this gives quite a high degree of confidence, at least in TIE’s view, that they will be able to deliver the project to the cost budget.  Some slippage in the budget has occurred but action has been taken to assure that phase 1A can be operational by early 2011. A total of £79 million has been spent on the project up to the end of May 2007 and overall arrangements are in place to manage the project and there are clearly defined project management and reporting systems in place.  

Key findings in relation to the Edinburgh Airport Rail Link, otherwise known as EARL, are that the project is expected to cost in the range of £550-650 million. This cost estimate is based on a thorough estimating process but there is less certainty about current cost estimates because the project is at a relatively early stage. Overall, the target date to deliver EARL by the end of 2011 is unlikely to be achieved and there are a couple of reasons for this. Firstly, there is a lack of agreement over governance arrangements. An EARL project board exists but its membership and role are not agreed among its main stakeholders and, secondly, there is not yet a clear procurement strategy for the project. This means that a number of key decisions still need to be made before there can be real certainty about time and cost targets.

Simon: So are you saying that these projects should go ahead or shouldn’t go ahead?

Graeme:  This project was undertaken at the request of John Swinney the Cabinet Secretary for finance and sustainable development now that we have reported it’s really up to the Cabinet Secretaries and the government to decide the future of these projects.

Simon:  You seem reasonably assured about where the trams project is at the moment but less so about the rail link project. Can you just elaborate a little bit about what your concerns about the rail link project are?

Graeme:  Partly our concerns reflect the different stages at which both projects are at. The EARL project is less well advanced than the tram project and there are a couple of areas where we would have expected a bit more progress in respect of the EARL project. Firstly, there is a lack of agreement over governance arrangements.  There’s an EARL project board which exists and which is expected to comprise all the main stakeholders concerned with the project but its membership and role are not agreed amongst these people.  Secondly, there is not yet a clear procurement strategy for the project.  This means that a number of key decisions still need to be made before there can be more certainty about time and cost targets.  For example, the reference design has not yet been completed, the contract is currently undecided with fixed price contracts being unsuitable for some parts of the work and cost estimates have still to be tested in the market.  All these factors mean that there is a higher degree of uncertainty about the EARL project than might be expected.

Simon:  One of the options the new government will be looking at with these projects is the possibility of just winding them up and not going any further with them.  What would be the cost implications of something like that?

Graeme:  Well, the tram project has cost £79 million to date and this money will largely be lost as a result of any cancellation in the project.  Transport Scotland has also committed to provide £60 million in 2007/08 for utilities diversion, advance works and continuing development and, therefore, any of that money which is spent between now and the cancellation of the project will be lost.  TIE also estimates that a further £27-35 million is likely to be incurred in redundancy wind-down and contractual costs should the project be cancelled.

Reflecting its less well advanced state expenditure is lower compared to the tram project at £20 million to date. Again this money will largely be lost if EARL is cancelled.

Simon: OK, well thanks very much for your time Graeme.

